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Ring in 2016 with Brand New Extraordinary Entertainment
at Star Cruises flagship SuperStar Virgo with Family Weekend Fun
Expand your Senses with BEATSHIP by ZOUK and Entice Your Palates with
Weekly Themed International Delicacies
China – 22 December 2015 – Starting from 3 January 2016, Star Cruises flagship
SuperStar Virgo will commence a brand new cruise line travelling all through Hong
Kong, Guangzhou’s Nansha, Vietnam’s Halong Bay, Da Nang, and Hainan’s Sanya. Star
Cruises will provide twice-weekly cruises allowing cruise passengers the opportunity
to set sail for a 3-Day/2-Night Cruise from Guangzhou’s Nansha to Hong Kong or an
alternate 6-Day/5-Night from Guangzhou’s Nansha to Halong Bay, Danang and Sanya,
which offer passengers to visit the “New 7 Wonders of Nature”, Halong Bay. Apart
from the fascinating cruise itinerary, there will be a wide range of international
entertainment with Themed food events to make the upcoming year extraordinary.
Famous pop artists from Hong Kong and Taiwan including Richie Ren, Andy Hui,
Michael Wong, Tiger Huang, Michael Tse, William So, Edwin Siu, Johnny Yip and Bo
Luk will be performing in The Lido of SuperStar Virgo on a weekly basis, bringing the
best hits of the region back to live. There is also a designated VIP area in the concert
hall where the lucky ones will get a chance to have a close encounter with the artists
while enjoying perhaps the most extraordinary musical performance on the sea. To
celebrate the brand new cruise line, all guests departing in January to March will be
entitled to enjoy the spectacular at no extra cost#.
With the exclusive cooperation with ZOUK club, the SuperStar Virgo is proud to
present “BEATSHIP by ZOUK” – a nightclub-style party onboard. Being the first of its
kind in the region, this weekend cruise party will boast world renowned DJs, live acts
and performers, a distinct clientele and incomparable atmosphere while sailing.
It's always right to do the right thing at the right time, and it's the same case for food
lovers. Sharing the same objective, having Michelin starred cuisine served in Kam's
Kitchen, Sun Tung Lok Chinese Cuisine, and Yè Shanghai, bars and restaurants in
SuperStar Virgo will also be having seasonal themed cuisine, serving the best
seasonal dish and beverages to guests starting from January 15, 2016. In addition, a
series of family weekend fun will be made available onboard. Get ready to be

surprised!
SuperStar Virgo has also prepared a series of new entertainment options for the year
ahead. Guests on board will have free access to international audio and visual
performances, including VINCENT VIGNAUD who is known as David Copperfield from
France - being the youngest illusionist in Europe, he is introducing his brand new
magic show IMAGINE, where VIGNAUD invites all guests to enter his unique world
between reality and imagination. MEMORY LANE is another Broadway opera not to
be missed, it resembles 50's, the best era, of Shanghai and Hollywood. Last but not
least there will be a musical 1001 NIGHTS sang by experienced female singer which is
based on a classic Arab story and is definitely a must watch!
Enjoy instant onboard credit of RMB300 upon booking of weekend cruises, as well as
free shuttle bus service between port of call and designated destinations. Families
sharing one same cabin comprised of 2 adults and up to 2 passengers are entitled to
free sailing for kids under 2 years old, while kids aged from 2-12 are entitled to
exclusive waiver on cabin fees. Early bird offers of 25% and 15% discounts apply on
cruisers aged above and below 55 respectively^.
# Ticket to the concerts in January will be made available on first-come first-served basis.

^The listed offer excludes any port charges, shore excursion fee, insurance fee and other incidental charges. Fares for the listed
offers do not include airport tax, airport security tax, airline fuel surcharge, service fee for collection of surcharges, taxes or other
charges on behalf of airlines or government. The above information is for reference only, pricing is subject to confirmation at the
time of booking. Cruise package has limited quantity and available while stock lasts. Terms & conditions apply. In case of any
disputes, the decision of Star Cruises shall be final.

Free shuttle bus is available from and to Guangzhou Port Nansha Cruise Terminal, Guangzhou Airport, Shenzhen Airport,
Guangzhou South Station, Nansha Ferry Terminal, Dashatou Terminal, Jin Zhou MTR Station, Nansha Bus Station, ports of
destinations and town cities.

ABOUT STAR CRUISES
Star Cruises is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Genting Hong Kong, a leading global
leisure, entertainment and hospitality corporation. A pioneer in the Asia Pacific
cruise industry, Star Cruises has been operating its fleet since 1993, taking on the
bold initiative to grow the region as an international cruise destination with a fleet of
six vessels including SuperStar Virgo, SuperStar Libra, SuperStar Gemini, SuperStar

Aquarius, Star Pisces and The Taipan.
Star Cruises’ commitment in offering best-in-class services and facilities is reflected in
a host of recognitions and accolades received over the years. These include being
inducted into the prestigious Travel Trade Gazette’s “Travel Hall of Fame”for an
eighth year in 2015 in recognition of winning “Best Cruise Operator in the Asia-Pacific”
for 10 consecutive years. Star Cruises was also recently voted “Asia’s Leading Cruise
Line” at the World Travel Awards for a fourth year in a row in 2015.
ABOUT SUPERSTAR VIRGO
The 13-storey SuperStar Virgo is equipped with 935 cabins, including sea-view cabins
and balcony suites. Offering a wide variety of dining, shopping and entertainment
choices, its facilities embrace Chinese, international buffet and Japanese restaurants,
an alfresco bar, foot reflexology salon and spa, gym, steam and sauna rooms,
hairdressing salon, two-level theatre, duty-free shops, a 100-metre mega water slide,
outdoor swimming pool, mini golf course, karaoke room, children's activity Centre
and more. A calendar of themed entertainment constantly refreshes the onboard fun
and excitement, ensuring every voyage is a brand new enjoyable experience.
For more information on Star Cruises, please visit:
Hotline
:
4008 499 848
Website
:
www.starcruises.com/china
Weibo
:
www.weibo.com/starcruises or please search “丽星邮轮的微博”
WeChat
:
Please search “SCTA-CHINA” or please search “丽星邮轮”
T-mall
: Please search “丽星邮轮旅游旗舰店”
On Star Cruises, every journey is a voyage of discovery and surprise.
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Pop Stars Showcase on SuperStar Virgo
*Tickets to the concerts in January to March will be made available to cruisers on
SuperStar Virgo on first-come first-served basis

January 2016
Artist
Tiger Huang 黃小琥

Date

William So 蘇永康

16/01

Edwin Siu 蕭正楠

23/01

Johnny Ip and Bo Luk 葉振棠＋陸寶

30/01

09/01

February 2016
Artist
Edwin Siu 蕭正楠

Date

Michael Wong 光良

13/02

Tiger Huang 黃小琥

20/02

Andy Hui 許志安

27/02

06/02

March 2016
Artist
William So 蘇永康

Date

Tiger Huang 黃小琥

12/03

Michael Wong 光良

19/03

Andy Hui 許志安

26/03

05/03

*Tickets to the concerts in April to June will be available for sale. For more information,
please contact Star Cruises or travel agents.

April 2016
Artist
William So 蘇永康

Date

Richie Jen 任賢齊

09/04

Michael Wong 光良

16/04

Tiger Huang 黃小琥

23/04

William So 蘇永康

30/04

02/04

May 2016
Artist
Andy Hui 許志安

Date

Michael Wong 光良

14/05

Richie Jen 任賢齊

21/05

Michael Tse 謝天華

28/05

07/05

June 2016
Artist
Andy Hui 許志安

Date

Michael Wong 光良

11/06

Richie Jen 任賢齊

18/06

Tiger Huang 黃小琥

25/06

04/06

New Production Shows on SuperStar Virgo
IMAGINE
Premier date: 17 January, 2016
Experience a magnificent spectacle of
grand illusions as Europe’s top illusionist
Vincent Vignaud takes you into another
dimension of his magical world.
Featuring his exceptionally artistic
innovations together with an amazing
display of aesthetic skills; Witness how
Vincent triggers the audience’s
imagination as he tranforms a dream
into a reality.

VINCENT VIGNAUD - UP CLOSE AND
PERSONAL
January onwards
Be part of an amazing experience as
Europe’s top illusionist Vincent Vignaud
takes you into an up close and personal
encounter with his amazing illusions. A
memorable event for you and your
family as you get to have a fun
interaction with the master illusionist
himself giving you a first-hand glimpse
of his astonishing tricks

MEMORY LANE
Premier date: 22 January, 2016
An astounding theatrical production
highlighting nostalgic memories of the
50’s from the elegance of Shanghai Tang
to the Silverscreen of Hollywood.
Featuring remarkable performances by
a world class cast of singers, dancers
and acrobats. Witness how they turn
happy memories back to reality as they
give you a trip down memory lane
through an amazing arrangement of
song, music, choreography, costumes,
graphics and set design prepared to
awaken blissful thoughts of each other’s
heartwarming experiences.
1001 NIGHTS
Premier date: 21 January, 2016
A highly elaborate production created
to bring childhood fairytales to life
taking you to the most mystical
countries of continents based on the
stories of Scheherazade told to Shahryar
– the fictional King of Persia
encompassing India and China. The
show narrates a variety of remarkable
tales of adventures that unfold right in
front of your eyes; featuring highly
creative visuals together with a fusion
of song, music, dance and gravity
defying acts of astoundingly talented
dancers and world class acrobats.

BLONDE BOMBSHELLS
Premier date: 21 January, 2016
This is our sexy ‘after-dark’ show to
titillate and excite in a night of sultry
seduction with an array of notorious
blondes throughout the decades. Step
into the world of the most alluring and
iconic blondes of all time as our most
glamorous and sophisticatedly gorgeous
Star Cruises dancers lure you into the
fantasy of a lifetime.
Experience unforgettable moments
from a show that will definitely take
your breath away.

*Star Cruises reserves the rights to change the program arrangements without prior notice.

International Food Themes on SuperStar Virgo
Theme

Promotion Period

Highlights

Japanese

Jan 3-10, 2016

-

TarabaganiNabe: Alaska King Crab Leg in Udon Noodle
Soup

Chinese

Jan 10-17, 2016

-

Ise Ebi Miso Shiru: Boston Lobster in Miso Broth

-

All-You-Can-Eat Shabu Shabu

-

Steamed Rice with Assorted Preserved Meat Wrapped

Winter

in Lotus Leaf
-

Double Boiled Black Chicken Soup with Fish Maw,
Baby Abalone and Wild Sliced Ling Chee

Italian

Jan 17-24, 2016

-

Monk Jump over the Wall

-

Lamb Osso Bucco

-

Carpaccio of Grain Fed Beef Fillet with White Truffle Oil
and Parmesan

-

French Yellow Corn Fed Chicken Supreme with Foie
Gras Sauce and Cepes Risotto

Korean

Jan 24-31, 2016

-

Seng Sun Ku E: Grilled Seabass Fillet with Shrimp
Fried Rice and Cucumber Salad

-

Bibimbap

-

Tong Dak: Roasted Chicken Wings Marinated in Soya
Sauce, Ginger and Sesame Oil

Chinese

Jan 31 - Feb 7,

-

Double Boiled Shark’s Fin Soup with Wanton Dumpling

Delicacies

2016

-

Braised Six Head Abalone with Fish Maw in Superior
Oyster Sauce

-

Wok Fried Lobster Tail with Asparagus in Black Truffle
Paste

Chinese New Feb 7-21, 2016

-

Year

Vietnamese

Braised Assorted Dried Seafood with Pork Tongue in
Dried Scallop Sauce

Feb 21-28, 2016

-

Braised Pork Knuckle with Herbal Sea Moss Sauce

-

Wok-fried Flower Crab in Paste Bean Broad

-

Goi Cuon: Homemade Rice Paper Prawn Rolls

-

Deep fried Vietnamese Sugar Cane Prawn

-

Ha Noi Pho Bo

